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RESTRICTIONS OF FOURIER-STIELTJES TRANSFORMS
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1. Let G be a locally compact group with dual group Y, and let dx

and dy be the Haar measures on G and Y, respectively. For a function

fELl(G), the group algebra of G, the Fourier transform of/is denoted

by/:

Ky) =  j  ix, y)fix)dx;
J 0

and for a measure pEM(G), the algebra of bounded measures on G,

the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p is denoted by p:

P-iy) = I ix, y)dpix).
J a

Here (x, y) denotes the value of the character yEY at the point

xEG. Let A denote the family of Fourier transforms of functions

fELl(G). For FEY, /| F denotes the restriction of / to F and A \ F

— {/] F:JeA }. A function ¡p on Y is said to be a multiplier of A

provided <pAEA. It is a theorem of Helson's [2, Theorem l] that

the multipliers of A are precisely the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms.

We are going to show that the obvious analogue persists on closed

subsets of r, i.e., the multipliers of A \ F are precisely the almost

everywhere restrictions to F of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms.

Theorem. Suppose <p is a function on Y and FEY is closed. In order

that <p\ F = fl\ F almost everywhere for some pEM(G), it is necessary and

sufficient that

(H) <pA | F C A | F.
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If F is taken to be T we have the aforementioned result of Helson,

while with F compact the result is trivial since there exists an /

identically 1 on F. Of course this last assertion fails when F is non-

compact. Thus our proof is actually designed for the case in which F

is a proper, closed and noncompact subset of Y.

2. Just as in [2], our proof ultimately rests on a theorem of Schoen-

berg [3]. However, the application we have in mind requires a mild

alteration of the Schoenberg criterion. Following Eberlein [l] we

say the function pair <p, 7]ELxiY) satisfies the condition (S) provided

there exists a constant M such that, for each hEL1ÇT), the algebra of

functions summable on Y,

(S)        I  hiy)<piy)dy   g M sup    I  (s, y)hiy)i¡iy)dy
| *J F XÇ.Q \*J x

= Afll(Au)-

With 7} identically 1, condition (S) is the Schoenberg criterion. Given

a function hELl(T) we denote by h" the function on G defined by

h'ix) =  I  ix, y)hiy)dy.
j r

Lemma. Condition (S) implies the existence of a pin Mid) such that

<p=i)p almost everywhere.

Proof. The family of functions ihrj)" ihELx(Y)) is a subspace of

Co(G), the sup norm Banach space of complex-valued continuous

functions on G which vanish at infinity. We define (see [l, p. 466]) a

functional <p on this subspace by

<biihn)-)=  f KyMy)dy       (AGI'(r)).
J r

According to condition (S) this definition yields a well-defined linear

functional. Via the Hahn-Banach theorem and the Riesz representa-

tion theorem we conclude that <£ has an extension ob* to Co(G),

11^*11 Hl^ll = M, which is represented by a measure p on G with

¡¡MU ÛM. So, for each hEL\Y),

I Ky)viy)dy =   I  ihr¡)-ix)dpix) =  I    I  ix,y)hiy)niy)dydpix)
J   p J   Q J   qJ   p

=  I  hiy)r¡iy)piy)dy.
J p

Hence <p = r]fi almost everywhere.
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3. We are now in a position to establish the theorem. Only the

sufficiency requires argument. First note that condition (H) implies

<p is continuous relative to F. The set kF= {f:fEL1(G) andf(F) =0},

the kernel of F, is a closed ideal in L1(G) and we can form the quo-

tient space L1(G)/kF in which the norm of each element f+kF,

fEL1(G), is the usual quotient norm HZ-f-feiJI =inf {||/+m||i: uEkF}
under which L1(G)/kF becomes a Banach algebra.

In this quotient space setting condition (H) allows us to define a

map U from Ll(G) into Ll(G)/kF by setting

Uif) = g + kF

if and only if

}<p\F = è\F.

Evidently U is linear. Let /„—>/ in the norm of Ll(G) and U(fn)

= gn+kF^fg+kF in the norm of L1(G)/kF. According to the closed

graph theorem, the continuity of U will follow if we can show that

U(f)=g + kF. To this end observe that since gn — g + kF—»0 in

L1(G)/kF there exists a sequence un in kF such that g„—g+u„—>0 in

L1(G). By hypothesis/„<p| F=gn\ F, and since ûn vanishes on F,fnip\ F

= (gn+ûn)\ F- Convergence in Ll(G) implies uniform convergence in

A so, letting « tend to infinity in this last expression, we have

f<p\ F=g\ F or U(f)=g+kF. Let M denote the norm of U.
Choose a net {e¡} running through an approximate identity in

L1(G) and set U(ei)=(p¡ +kF. Fix c greater than 1. Since \\<p¿ +^^||

^M||ej||i = M we can choose c¡ in ¡pl+kF such that ||<p5||i<cM. By

hypothesis the functions e¡ converge to 1 uniformly on compact

sets. This fact and the relation <pé¡\ F=<ps\ F imply that <p = lim £>« in

the weak* topology of La(F), i.e., if hEL1(Y) and n denotes the char-

acteristic function of F,

/Kyhiy)<PÍy)dy = lim   I  h(y)n(y)ês(y)<p(y)dy
r s    J r

= lim   I h(y)t)(y)tpt(y)dy = lim   I  (kr¡)-(x)<p¡(x)dx.
l      J T >      " O

Hence

h(y)r¡(y)<p(y)dyI/' ucM\\(hr¡)-

Letting c-+l we have
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I/.Ky)niy)<piy)dy
G

úM\\(knY

But this is just condition (S) with <p replaced by r¡<p so, by the lemma,

there exists a p in MiG) such that r¡ip = rip almost everywhere or

<p\ F = p\ F almost everywhere. This completes the proof.

4. It is worthwhile to notice that this result applies to pairs of

functions related by a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. Suppose we are

given functions <p, -n on Y with the property ¡pA EyA. Then iip/-n)A \ F

EA\ F, where F denotes the closure of {y.yEY and n(y)^0}. By

the theorem there exists a p in MiG) such that (<p/t})\ F = p\ F; and

since <p vanishes everywhere rj does, the relation <p = rjp holds almost

everywhere.
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